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In The News: Scott Walker’s Visits in Overdrive During Final Stretch of CampaignWith
energetic crowds across the state growing by the day
[Madison, Wis.] – With the countdown until the Election Day in the single-digits, Scott Walker is
barnstorming the state to encourage volunteers, supporters and friends to make sure we’re doing all
we can to share our optimistic vision for the future with Wisconsin voters.
In contrast to Tony Evers’ calls for more spending and higher taxes, Scott Walker discussed our
plans for more jobs and higher wages. Our record of real leadership has reduced both the tax
burden on families and burdensome regulation on small businesses. At each stop, Scott Walker
encouraged volunteers to remain active during this campaign cycle to ensure that we keep
Wisconsin working for generations to come.
Check out what’s in the news:
From WSAW: “A gathering located at the Republicans Stevens Point field office, Governor Walker
met with campaign volunteers and supporters to continue encouraging them to knock on doors and
vote. Walker also used his time in Plover to attack his Democratic challenger, Tony Evers, by saying
his tax plan would cause Wisconsin to go into a recession.”
From the Chippewa Herald: “‘From the moment he was sworn in as governor of our state, he made
small business a top priority of his administration,’ Smith said. ‘As Governor, Scott Walker has
consistently provided effective leadership for the agenda of small business. He has not only
demonstrated that he is a small business leader and a small business Governor, but he is a true
champion for our state’s small business community.’”
From Fox 11 News: “‘It’s great to be back in the Fox Valley, really crisscrossing the state talking
about how Wisconsin is working and getting that message out to volunteers who are then going out
and knocking on doors, making phone calls, connecting with their neighbors, family, friends, folks
they work with and worship with and tell them how Wisconsin is really working. We can’t afford to go

back down,’ said Gov. Scott Walker.”
From the Journal Times: “‘You know why they’re spending in the big guns?’ Walker asked. ‘Because
they don’t like that we took the power out of the hands of the big government special interests and
put it into your hands, the hands of the hardworking taxpayers of the state.’”
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